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ABSTRACT
In the color-magnitude diagrams (CMDs) of globular clusters, when the locus of stars on the horizontal branch
(HB) extends to hot temperatures, discontinuities are observed at colors corresponding to ∼12,000 K and
∼18,000 K. The former is the “Grundahl jump” that is associated with the onset of radiative levitation in the
atmospheres of hot subdwarfs. The latter is the “Momany jump” that has remained unexplained. Using the
Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph on the Hubble Space Telescope, we have obtained ultraviolet and blue
spectroscopy of six hot subdwarfs straddling the Momany jump in the massive globular cluster ω Cen. By
comparison to model atmospheres and synthetic spectra, we find that the feature is due primarily to a decrease
in atmospheric Fe for stars hotter than the feature, amplified by the temperature dependence of the Fe absorption
at these effective temperatures.
Keywords: globular clusters: general – stars: atmospheres – stars: evolution – stars: horizontal branch –
ultraviolet: stars
1. INTRODUCTION
The well-behaved luminosity of the horizontal branch (HB)
makes it an important standard candle in old populations
(e.g., Carretta et al. 2000). However, the HB locus exhibits
many morphological peculiarities that have been the subject
of study for decades. These include the “second parame-
ter” debate over the factors driving the HB color distribution
(see Catelan 2009 for a review), overluminous HB stars in
He-enhanced populations (e.g., Busso et al. 2007; Caloi &
D’Antona 2007), subluminous HB stars beyond the hot end of
the standard HB sequence (D’Cruz et al. 1996, 2000; Brown
et al. 2001), and luminosity jumps within the HB distribu-
tion (Grundahl et al. 1998, 1999; Momany et al. 2002, 2004).
Even the existence of the HB itself, representing a range in
envelope mass for an approximately constant core mass, is a
reminder of one of astronomy’s mysteries – the dispersion in
mass loss occurring on the red giant branch.
The Hubble Space Telescope (HST) UV Legacy Survey
of Galactic Globular Clusters treasury program (Piotto et al.
2015) enabled a new investigation of these phenomena by pro-
viding a large and homogeneous catalog of UV and blue pho-
tometry for over 50 globular clusters. The primary goal of
the program was an investigation of the multiple populations
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Figure 1. The WFC3 photometry (black points) of HB stars in omega Cen
(Bellini et al. 2017a), shown as a color-color diagram that makes it easy to
discern the G-jump and M-jump (labeled; as in Brown et al. 2016). The or-
dinate is a color index (C) that is useful for discerning changes in the stellar
atmosphere (in the hot stars here but also the cooler stars studied in the multi-
ple populations phenomenon). For our investigation, we obtained STIS near-
UV (G230L) and blue (G430L) spectroscopy of six stars (colored symbols
matching those in Figure 2) that straddle the M-jump, with wavelength cov-
erage that includes the three photometric bands employed in this color-color
diagram (F275W, F336W, and F438W). If the photometry here is aligned to
a theoretical zero-age HB locus (see Brown et al. 2016), the gray band repre-
senting the M-jump spans ∼15,000–18,000 K in effective temperature.
phenomenon in globular clusters. The bandpasses for the pro-
gram are sensitive to abundance variations in cool stars, al-
lowing these distinct populations to be cleanly separated and
characterized (e.g., Milone et al. 2017a). A secondary goal
of the program was a characterization of the hot subdwarfs
in these clusters. Brown et al. (2016) used this dataset to ex-
plore the “Grundahl jump” (hereafter G-jump; Grundahl et
al. 1998, 1999) and “Momany jump” (hereafter M-jump; Mo-
many et al. 2002, 2004) that appear as discontinuities within
the HB distribution near effective temperatures of ∼12,000 K
and ∼18,000 K (Figure 1). In the color-color plane of Fig-
ure 1, the stars between the G-jump and M-jump appear to
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Figure 2. A false-color image of our field, constructed from three ultraviolet bands of WFC3 imaging to highlight the hottest stars: F225W (blue), F275W
(green) and F336W (red). The images come from an HST calibration program (program 11452; PI: Quijano). Note that Brown et al. (2016) explored HB
discontinuities with the F275W, F336W, and F438W filters, which motivated the wavelength coverage obtained in our spectroscopy here. A 25′′×0.′′5 box
indicates the three positions of the STIS slit in our program. At each slit position, a star redward of the M-jump and a star blueward of the M-jump were placed
within the slit (colored symbols matching those in Figure 1). In this paper, targets are designated by the slit position and this relative color (e.g., Blue 2 is the blue
star in the pair at slit position 2).
deviate from the expected location of the theoretical zero-age
HB (see Figures 6 and 7 in Brown et al. 2016). They found
that the G-jump falls at a consistent temperature for 31 of
the 33 survey clusters where it is populated; the only excep-
tions are NGC 6388 and NGC 6441, two metal-rich clusters
greatly enhanced in helium. The G-jump is associated with
the onset of radiative levitation for metals and the gravita-
tional settling of helium in the atmospheres of subdwarfs hot-
ter than the G-jump (Moehler et al. 1999, 2000; Behr 2003;
Pace et al. 2006). Brown et al. (2016) explained that the hot-
ter G-jump in NGC 6388 and NGC 6441 is likely associated
with helium enhancement because it shifts the onset of surface
convection to higher effective temperatures. They also found
that the M-jump is at a consistent temperature for all 15 of
the survey clusters where it is populated, including the clus-
ters NGC 6388 and NGC 6441. Given the variety of cluster
parameters in this set (e.g., mass, metallicity, helium abun-
dance), the consistency of the M-jump demonstrates that it
is clearly a universal atmospheric phenomenon (like the G-
jump). However, with only broad-band photometry, it was
not possible to determine the atmospheric changes associated
with the feature.
To further investigate the nature of the M-jump, we ob-
tained HST spectroscopy of hot subdwarfs straddling the fea-
ture in the massive globular cluster ω Cen (Figure 1). One
may wonder why we chose such an unusual cluster – the most
massive in the Galaxy, and a striking example of the multi-
ple populations phenomenon in globular clusters, with varia-
tions in the light elements and iron (e.g., Bellini et al. 2017b;
Marino et al. 2011). First, it is worth noting that the hot HB
stars are preferentially drawn from a subset of the ω Cen pop-
ulations – the bluest of the multiple main sequences (see Cas-
sisi et al. 2009). That said, even with the cluster’s distinct
sub-populations, the cluster’s composite population is better
constrained than an assorted collection of field subdwarfs.
More importantly, Brown et al. (2016) demonstrated that the
Table 1
Targets
R.A. Dec. mF275W −mF438W C
Name (J2000) (J2000) (mag) (mag)
Blue 1 13 26 36.45 -47 28 28.54 -1.30 0.73
Red 1 13 26 36.76 -47 28 24.49 -0.99 0.72
Blue 2 13 26 48.23 -47 30 32.35 -1.46 0.81
Red 2 13 26 48.70 -47 30 37.56 -1.03 0.79
Blue 3 13 26 47.90 -47 29 00.64 -1.45 0.80
Red 3 13 26 47.08 -47 29 12.47 -1.02 0.76
G-jump and M-jump are the products of stellar atmosphere
transitions instead of population distinctions; the transition
responsible for the G-jump can be shifted to hotter effective
temperature at extreme He abundance, but the M-jump is con-
stant even in the presence of such He enhancements. For these
reasons, the peculiar populations of ω Cen are not a concern
for this study. The main motivation for targeting ω Cen is
that it offers a large sample of relatively nearby stars strad-
dling the M-jump, with a level of crowding that enables clean
spectroscopy with the Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph
(STIS) aboard HST. In this paper, we analyze the spectra of
six stars (three on each side of the M-jump) to characterize
the atmospheric transitions responsible for the feature.
2. DATA
Our program obtained six orbits of HST/STIS spectroscopy
in ω Cen, with one orbit of near-UV (G230L) and one orbit
of blue (G430L) exposures at each of three slit positions (Fig-
ure 2). Each position of the 52′′×0.′′5 slit was chosen to sam-
ple a pair of stars straddling the M-jump in ω Cen (Figure 1
and Table 1); note that the slit spans 52′′ in the G430L expo-
sures, but is limited by the detector to 25′′ in the G230L ex-
posures. Placement of each stellar pair along the slit midline
was facilitated by archival HST imaging (providing excellent
relative astrometry) and acquisition on a bright isolated star
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Figure 3. The spectra for each of the six stars in our analysis (black curves). The spectrum of Blue 1 (blue curves) is overplotted in each panel, normalized at
310 – 360 nm (i.e., F336W) to ease comparisons between the spectra. We also show the bandpasses of the WFC3 filters (gray shading; arbitrary normalization)
used in the color-color diagram that drove our investigation (Figure 1).
(placing the relative astrometry in an absolute frame). For
each slit position, three individual exposures were obtained
for each of the two gratings (G230L and G430L), with dither-
ing along the slit to enable removal of detector artifacts. A
link to the data is provided here: 10.17909/T9BT2R.
The STIS pipeline provides a variety of corrections (see
Bostroem & Proffitt 2011), but the reduction steps for the
near-UV and blue spectroscopy are somewhat distinct, given
the different detectors involved. G430L data are obtained with
the STIS charge coupled device (CCD), which has suffered
considerable radiation damage during its 20 years in flight.
This damage has reduced the charge transfer efficiency (CTE)
and greatly increased the number of hot pixels. To account
for these issues, we processed the data with contemporane-
ous darks and biases, and then performed a pixel-based cor-
rection for CTE losses using the STIS_CTI routine, which is
based on the algorithms used on the HST imaging instruments
(Anderson & Bedin 2000). The resulting frames were shifted
to a common position (accounting for the dithers along the
slit) and combined with masking of cosmic rays, hot pixels,
and dead pixels. The blue spectra were then extracted with
the X1D routine in the STISTOOLS software package. G230L
data are obtained with a STIS multi-anode multi-channel ar-
ray, where CTE is not an issue, there is little sensitivity to cos-
mic rays, and the evolution in defective pixels is much slower
over time. The data were dark and bias corrected, shifted to a
common frame, combined with masking of defective pixels,
and extracted with the X1D routine. The near-UV and blue
spectroscopy were then combined into a single spectrum af-
ter normalizing to a common level (a correction of less then
5%), using a clean wavelength region 10 nm wide. The final
spectra of our stars are shown in Figure 3. The naming con-
vention for our targets is straightforward: there are three slit
positions, and each position has a pair of red and blue stars,
so each name gives the color and slit position (e.g., Blue 2 is
the blue star in the pair at slit position 2).
3. ANALYSIS
To ease comparisons, we first compare each of the spectra
to that of Blue 1 (Figure 3). Not surprisingly, all of the red
stars have spectral slopes redder than that of Blue 1 (or any of
the blue stars). Photometry of our targets (Figure 1; Bellini et
al. 2017a) had already implied that the blue stars in our sam-
ple are 2,000–4,000 K hotter than the red stars, if one folds
synthetic spectra at the cluster metallicity through the WFC3
bandpasses. However, the Balmer jump in these red stars is
not significantly stronger than that in the blue stars, in con-
tradiction of expectations if the stars have the same chemical
composition. This is clearer if we look at the ratio of flux
for each star against the flux of Blue 1 (Figure 4). None of
the flux ratios for the red stars show a significant break at the
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Figure 4. The flux ratio of each spectrum to that of Blue 1, normalized to unity over 310 – 360 nm (i.e., the F336W bandpass, and just blueward of the Balmer
jump). Photometry of the red stars implies they have effective temperatures 2,000–4,000 K cooler than those of the blue stars. With that temperature difference,
one expects the red stars to have significantly redder slopes in this wavelength range (as evident in the right panels), but also significantly stronger Balmer jumps.
Instead, the flux ratio of each red star to Blue 1 is surprisingly continuous across 365 nm. A change in overall continuum slope without a change in Balmer jump
strength implies that the red stars have atmospheric metallicities that are significantly higher than those of the blue stars (see Figure 5).
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Figure 5. The flux ratio of a 16,000 K star to a 19,000 K star (blue curve)
exhibits a clear break at the Balmer jump when both stars are at the same
metallicity. When the atmospheric metallicity of the cooler star is elevated
relative to that of the hotter star, the distinction in Balmer jump strength is
reduced (red curve).
Balmer jump. Assuming the red stars are truly cooler than the
blue stars, the Balmer jump in the red stars may be diminished
if the red stars have higher atmospheric metallicities than the
blue stars (Figure 5). This is our first indication of a distinc-
tion in atmospheric abundances between the groups of stars
on either side of the M-jump.
The M-jump was originally discovered (Momany et al.
2002) and explored (Momany et al. 2004) using U band pho-
tometry. The feature is more easily seen in the color-color
diagrams of Brown et al. (2016; Figure 1), which also em-
ploy a band (F336W) approximating the U band. The phe-
nomenon must produce spectral features that affect the U
band itself or the strength of the U band relative to neigh-
boring bandpasses. If one considers the stars lying immedi-
ately to the red of the M-jump in Figure 1, the photometric
deviation could be due to these stars having mF275W −mF336W
colors that are too red, mF336W −mF438W colors that are too
blue, or a combination thereof. The spectra in Figure 3 im-
ply it is indeed due to both effects: the red stars are much
redder in mF275W −mF336W color than the blue stars, but the
weaker-than-expected Balmer jumps in the red stars make
their mF336W −mF438W colors bluer than they would be oth-
erwise.
To further constrain the properties of the stars straddling the
M-jump, we turn to fits of synthetic spectra to the data. We be-
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Figure 6. The spectra of our six stars (black curves) compared to the best-fit synthetic spectra (colored curves) from the Castelli & Kurucz (2003) grid. In all
fits, the effective temperature is allowed to float, and the surface gravity is fixed at the value corresponding to that temperature along the zero-age horizontal
branch. The extinction is fixed at E(B−V ) = 0.13 mag (Bellini et al. 2017b; Milone et al. 2017b). Neither the fits with the metallicity at the mean cluster value
([M/H]=−1.5; Harris 1996; green curves) nor the fits with the metallicity allowed to float (labeled; brown curves) are able to match the general shape of the
pseudo-continuum and the size of the Balmer jump, although the models with floating metallicity perform somewhat better. Even with the poor fits shown here,
the synthetic spectra imply that the red stars are ∼2,000 K – 4,000 K cooler than the blue stars, and that the red stars have a greater enhancement of atmospheric
metallicity due to radiative levitation. Note that the upper metallicity limit in the Castelli & Kurucz (2003) grid is +0.5 dex.
gin with the Castelli & Kurucz (2003) grid of synthetic spec-
tra. This grid is unlikely to satisfactorily reproduce the spec-
tra of hot subdwarfs, because it assumes the abundances scale
together (either at scaled solar abundance or with α-element
enhancement), while hot subdwarfs exhibit significant atmo-
spheric abundance anomalies caused by atmospheric diffu-
sion. Nevertheless, the grid serves as a starting point.
There are two unknowns of interest: the effective tempera-
ture and abundance. We cannot perform a single-parameter fit
of the abundance, because we have no independent measure
of the effective temperature; the photometry only allows an
estimate of the effective temperature given an assumed abun-
dance. We can perform a single-parameter fit of the temper-
ature, because we can assume the abundance matches that of
the cluster ([M/H] = −1.5; Harris 1996). However, as noted
earlier, the cluster hosts sub-populations with distinct metal-
licities (Bellini et al. 2017b; Marino et al. 2011), while the
atmospheric abundances of hot subdwarfs show significant
variations due to gravitational settling and radiative levitation
(Moehler et al. 1999, 2000; Behr 2003; Pace et al. 2006), and
we do not expect these subdwarf spectra to reflect the main
sequence abundances for any of the cluster’s sub-populations.
We assume a foreground extinction of E(B −V ) = 0.13 mag
(Bellini et al. 2017b; Milone et al. 2017b). To fit the model to
the data, we define a numerical score as the sum of the squared
differences between the observed spectrum and the model
spectrum, and then minimize this score using an amoeba sim-
plex algorithm. The effective temperature is allowed to float
over the range 10,000–29,000 K, with initial estimate driven
by the photometry (under the assumption of cluster abun-
dance); the surface gravity is set to that of a zero-age HB star
at the given effective temperature. The results are shown in
Figure 6 (green curves). Although the general shape of each
spectrum can be reproduced, the region between the 220 nm
extinction bump and the 365 nm Balmer jump is underpre-
dicted in the models, while the size of the Balmer jump is
overpredicted in the models. As explained above (Figure 5),
for a given effective temperature, the Balmer jump is weaker
at higher metallicity, and so it is not surprising that models
at cluster metallicity cannot match the Balmer jump in a set
of subdwarfs exhibiting significant metal enhancement from
radiative levitation. We address this concern by allowing both
the temperature and metallicity to float simultaneously in the
fit, using the same amoeba simplex algorithm to minimize the
6differences between the models and data; the results are also
shown in Figure 6 (brown curves). Although these models are
an improvement over those at cluster metallicity, they suffer
from similar discrepancies. That said, the models imply that
the red stars have higher atmospheric metallicities than the
blue stars. The fits to the blue stars all favor a metallicity that
is enhanced over the cluster value, but still sub-solar. The fits
to the red stars have metallicities consistently limited by the
highest metallicity available in the Castelli & Kurucz (2005)
grid (+0.5 dex).
Given the unusual atmospheric abundances of hot subd-
warfs, we next turn to models where the abundances of in-
dividual elements can be tuned independently. We use the AT-
LAS12 and SYNTHE codes of Kurucz (2005), which allow ele-
ments to be varied independently, but we note that these codes
assume a uniform abundance of each element throughout the
atmosphere, as opposed to the stratified abundance profiles
found in hot subdwarfs (see LeBlanc et al. 2010). The param-
eter space for such an exploration is large, and the calculations
of model atmospheres and synthetic spectra are computation-
ally expensive, but we can approach the problem in a man-
ner that limits the scope. Michaud et al. (2011) calculated
stellar evolution models for HB stars at the relevant temper-
ature. Their models for a 14,000 K star (see their Figure 5)
imply significant enhancement for the metals Ti through Fe.
Of those metals, Fe has the strongest spectral features in our
wavelength range, but for completeness we allow variations
in Ti, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni. Even with this limited set of
abundances, it would be prohibitively expensive to iteratively
fit our spectra with a procedure that calculated full model at-
mospheres and synthetic spectra for each abundance step in
the fitting process, so we break the fit into two pieces. First,
we calculate model atmospheres and synthetic spectra where
all but one of the abundances are at the cluster metallicity,
and one of these seven abundances is stepped over the cluster
value by an enhancement of 0 to +4.5 dex with 0.5 dex steps
(i.e., abundances from −1.5 to +3.0 dex). This provides an
approximation for the spectral features of each individual el-
ement as a function of abundance. We then construct a model
spectrum from a baseline spectrum (all elements at cluster
abundance) and a linear combination of the features from each
of our varied elements, determined by comparison to our data
with minimization of differences. Although this linear combi-
nation of spectral features is a poor approximation for the true
behavior in a stellar atmosphere, the approximation is suffi-
cient for a first estimate. The resulting abundances are then
used to construct model atmospheres and associated synthetic
spectra, with these spectra serving as the new baseline in the
next iteration of fits. The baseline is again modified by a lin-
ear combination of spectral features from our seven varied el-
ements, with the results used to calculate the next set of model
atmospheres and synthetic spectra. The iterations are contin-
ued until the abundance changes for each element are less than
0.1 dex between iterations, at which point the model is consid-
ered converged. By the end of the iterations, the spectral mod-
ifications over the baseline, approximated from the library of
spectral features for each element, are a small perturbation.
After convergence, a final model atmosphere and synthetic
spectrum is calculated for each star (Figure 7); the abundance
values are plotted in Figure 8 to ease comparisons. The agree-
ment between synthetic and observed spectrum is much im-
proved over the fits with the Castelli & Kurucz (2003) grid,
but there are still discrepancies: a residual mismatch in the
Balmer jump and deviations at ∼210–260 nm (a region as-
sociated with strong Fe features). The effective temperatures
implied by our spectroscopic fits are within 600 K of the tem-
peratures implied by the photometry when that photometry is
aligned to zero-age HB models (Brown et al. 2016).
For several reasons, it is difficult to provide formal uncer-
tainties for our abundances. Due to the heavy line-blanketing
in this wavelength range and the low-resolution gratings em-
ployed in the observations, none of the elemental abundances
in our fits are associated with a well-defined absorption line
(or set of lines) in our spectra. Instead, there are regions of the
spectra affected to varying degrees by the abundance of a par-
ticular element, with no clear region that should be defined
to evaluate the fit for each element. Given the overlapping
features of these elements, variations in one elemental abun-
dance can be partly compensated by a combination of changes
in other elements. Moreover, the processing of the individual
raw counts exposures into the final spectrum for each star in-
volves various data reduction packages that do not propagate
the uncertainties in each spectral bin; furthermore, given the
finite line spread function and the spatial dithering, the uncer-
tainties in the spectral bins are correlated on the scale of a few
bins. Finally, the human and computer labor associated with
the production of model atmospheres and synthetic spectra
makes it highly impractical to explore the confidence contours
in the 7-dimensional parameter space of the abundances var-
ied. However, we can crudely estimate the uncertainties in our
abundances by varying individual abundances to trial levels,
allowing the other elements to refit and compensate, and in-
specting to see if the result is a noticeably worse match to the
data. Varying the abundances of Fe, Cr, Mn, and Co implies
they are uncertain at the level∼0.2 dex, while the abundances
of Ti and Ni are uncertain at the level of∼0.5 dex. The uncer-
tainty in the V abundance is larger than 1 dex (unsurprising,
given its weak features). Despite these uncertainties, our anal-
ysis indicates that the M-jump is due to a lower atmospheric
Fe abundance in the stars hotter than the jump.
There are three clear results in these fits: the blue stars are
∼2,000–4,000 K hotter than the red stars, all of the stars ex-
hibit abundance enhancements over the cluster value, and the
Fe enhancement in the red stars is larger than that in the blue
stars. The larger Fe enhancements in the red stars agree with
the sense of the M-jump in the color-color plane (Figure 1);
our synthetic spectra imply that an increase in Fe abundance
by 1 dex will shift the mF275W −mF438W color 0.01 mag redder
and increase the C color index by 0.07 mag. The other abun-
dances in our fit do not provide a wholly consistent story (Fig-
ure 8), but among those that have a secondary influence (Ni,
Mn, and Cr), there is a weak trend (with exceptions) for the
red stars to have higher enhancements than the blue stars. The
remaining elements (Ti, V, and Co) have an even smaller ef-
fect in this wavelength range, and there is no clear pattern for
these elements. Given this behavior, we also explored mod-
els where the abundances of all seven elements were varied
in unison; the resulting models agreed less well with the data
(as one would expect, given fewer free parameters and the un-
physical congruence of abundances), but still implied larger
abundance enhancements in the red stars.
Relative to spectra with cluster abundances, the red stars
clearly exhibit larger spectral deviations than the blue stars.
This can be seen in Figure 9, which shows the ratio of flux in
the best-fit synthetic spectrum to that from a model with clus-
ter abundances at the same effective temperature and surface
gravity. The larger deviations in the red spectra are driven by
the larger Fe abundances (Figure 8) and by the fact that the
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Figure 7. The spectra of our six stars (black curves) compared to the best-fit synthetic spectra (green curves) from ATLAS12 and SYNTHE. In these models, most
elements are held at the mean cluster abundance ([M/H]=−1.5; Harris 1996), but 7 elements (labels) near the Fe peak are allowed to vary up to an enhancement
of 4.5 dex over the cluster value, because they can be significantly affected by radiative levitation (Michaud et al. 2011). The best-fit values in each fit (labels)
are shown in Figure 8 to ease comparisons. The changes induced on each spectrum by the enhanced atmospheric metallicities are much larger in the red stars
than the blue stars (Figure 9).
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Figure 8. The abundance enhancements (colored bars) in the best-fit model
for each star (Figure 7). All of the stars exhibit Fe abundances elevated over
the cluster value (dotted line), but the red stars all have higher Fe abundances
than the blue stars (albeit with significant star-to-star variation). Ni, Mn, and
Cr have a second-order effect on the spectra; these elements tend to exhibit
higher enhancements in the red stars than the blue stars.
metals produce stronger spectral features at the lower effec-
tive temperatures of the red stars (Figure 10).
4. DISCUSSION
The HB distributions of globular clusters exhibit discon-
tinuities at ∼12,000 K and ∼18,000 K that are remarkably
consistent in effective temperature. The cooler G-jump re-
mains constant despite large changes in many population pa-
rameters, with the exception of populations greatly enhanced
in helium; the hotter M-jump has exhibited no variation in
any cluster observed to date, regardless of population param-
eters (Brown et al. 2016). Although the G-jump has been at-
tributed to the onset of radiative levitation in hot subdwarfs,
the origin of the M-jump has remained unclear. Both features
reflect universal phenomena in the atmospheres of hot subd-
warfs, and are thus useful fiducials when comparing photo-
metric datasets from distinct populations.
Our spectra of stars straddling the M-jump in ω Cen im-
ply that the feature is due to a change in the atmospheric Fe
abundance. While stars on either side of the M-jump exhibit
greatly enhanced metal abundances, the enhancement of Fe is
stronger for stars falling to the red side of the M-jump, rela-
tive to those stars on the blue side of the M-jump. The effect
is amplified by the fact that the Fe spectral features are a func-
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Figure 9. The flux ratio of each best-fit synthetic spectrum (Figure 7) to a synthetic spectrum at the same temperature and gravity, but mean cluster metallicity
([M/H]= −1.5). The spectral features in the red stars are all significantly stronger than those in the blue stars, primarily due to the higher Fe abundances and lower
effective temperatures in the red stars.
tion of effective temperature, and stronger for the cooler stars
on the red side of the M-jump. The high Fe abundance pro-
duces strong spectral features within the F275W bandpass,
making the mF275W −mF336W color redder, and weakens the
Balmer jump, making mF336W −mF438W color bluer, producing
the deviation observed in the color-color diagram of Figure 1.
The same phenomenon appears to be at work in the hot sub-
dwarfs of the Galactic field. Geier et al. (2010; their Figure 1)
show the Fe abundance for field subdwarfs spanning the ef-
fective temperatures of both the G-jump and the M-jump. The
clear rise in Fe abundance at the G-jump (∼12,000 K) is the
most striking feature in their figure, but there appears to be a
drop in Fe abundance when one compares stars on either side
of M-jump (∼18,000 K); the drop is not significant enough to
warrant discussion in their paper, and the dearth of stars near
18,000 K makes it difficult to see if the transition is sharp.
The change in Fe abundance at the M-jump appears to be
supported by radiative levitation modeling, as well. Michaud
et al. (2011) calculated radiative accelerations and associated
abundance profiles for metals in the atmospheres of hot subd-
warfs spanning 10,700–30,400 K. The Fe surface abundances
in their 10,700 and 15,000 K models are significantly higher
than that in their 20,000 K model, which is in turn higher than
those in their 25,000 and 30,400 K models (see their Figure 8).
Like our spectra, their models imply that Fe remains enhanced
at temperatures hotter than the M-jump, but that the enhance-
ments are not as strong as those at cooler temperatures. In
the Michaud et al. (2011) calculations, the surface abundance
enhancements in the various elements do not conform to a
regular pattern, given the interplay between depth-dependent
radiative acceleration, temperature, and line saturation; for
this reason the physical mechanism for the break in the Fe
enhancement, responsible for the M-jump, is unclear. The
models do not give much insight into the large star-to-star Fe
variations in our sample. The radiative levitation timescales
are a small fraction of the HB lifetime, such that most HB
stars should be observed after the enhancements have stabi-
lized. Brown et al. (2016) also noted that the He II convection
zone encroaches upon the surface near the effective tempera-
ture of the M-jump, and this encroachment may play a role in
the abundance changes producing the M-jump, similar to the
role played by convection in the G-jump.
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Figure 10. The effect on the spectrum of a hot subdwarf when one of 4 abundances (labeled) is enhanced by 1 dex, as a function of effective temperature. Of
the elements varied in our fits, Fe (upper left) has the largest impact in the wavelength range spanned by the F275W, F336W, and F438W filters (bandpasses
shown here for reference at arbitrary normalization, and vertically shifted to the bottom of the plot; grey shading), while Cr, Mn, and Ni have a second-order
effect (note that the ordinate scale for these three elements is three times smaller than that for Fe). Each curve shows the flux ratio for the synthetic spectrum at
enhanced metallicity to the spectrum at mean cluster metallicity, with the colors indicating effective temperature (labeled). The effect of enhanced metallicity
is more significant at the temperatures of the red stars in our sample. For Fe (upper left), the flux falling in the F336W bandpass, relative to that falling in the
F275W and F438W bandpasses, is a particularly strong function of effective temperature.
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